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Abstract. Olfactory function after nasal plastic surgery. Objective: Nasal plastic surgery is a common procedure, which may cause complications. Many patients are concerned about possible changes in the ability to smell. This study aimed to investigate the impact of nasal surgery, by itself, on the sense of smell in a group of patients with minimal endonasal pathologies and no pre-operative olfactory alterations. Methodology: In this prospective study from January 2009 until January 2011, we evaluated post-rhinoplasty olfactory changes in a series of 100 rhinoplasty candidates. Olfactory evaluation was performed both subjectively and objectively. The subjective evaluation contained a 0-to-100 Visual Analogue Scale and a five-choice qualitative questionnaire; while, the objective evaluation was performed using the same odor variant of the University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test (UPSIT40). Then, the results were analyzed by age, sex, operation method, symptoms, and time-interval groups. Results: Subjective and objective scoring revealed no significant change in terms of postsurgical olfactory outcome. According to subjective grading, 26 patients had improvement, 61 had no change, and 13 had deterioration of the smell sense. Closed rhinoplasty resulted in a better smell outcome after surgery according to the Visual Analogue Quantitative Score (P = 0.034). Conclusion: Rhinoplasty does not appear to significantly change the preexisting olfactory status.

Introduction

Olfaction, one of the five human primitive senses, plays a major role in the quality of life; on the other hand, people also undergo esthetic rhinoplasty to promote their quality of life. Thus, the question is: “do people have to sacrifice one for the other?” Physiologically, a perfect perception of smell is attained when dispersed odor molecules in the air easily reach the nasal olfactory neuroepithelium, stimulate neural endings, and generate an electrical impulse that, finally, travels to the piriform cortex through the olfactory tract. There are two pathways that deliver air to the olfactory area: orthonasal (air passes from the nostrils to the olfactory epithelium) and retronasal (which connects oral and nasal cavities); the latter is the way flavor is perceived.¹ If a patient fails to smell, either pre- or post-operative, an alteration of these routes might be responsible. Anomalies or diseases that physically block nasal airflow may be categorized as air-conduction factors and include: nasal deviation or tip ptosis, nasal valve malfunction, turbinate hypertrophy;² anatomical distortion of intranasal structures;³ sinonasal diseases, hypertrophied adenoids,¹ agents occupying the nasal cavity like clots, crusts, mucosal swelling,⁴ polyps, masses, intranasal packing,⁵ rhinitis (viral, allergic, or vasomotor),⁶ or even foreign bodies. Furthermore, neurological factors may alter neural components of the olfactory mucosa and brain, for example: injuries to the olfactory neuroepithelium⁷ or its swelling, frontobasal skull fractures,⁸ cribiform plate fractures, head traumas, aging,⁹ intranasal substance use, and CNS disorders with sensory involvement.

Rhinoplasty, like other nasal surgeries, may alter patients’ olfaction by manipulating both internal and external nasal structures. Permanent anosmia after nasal surgery is a controversial issue, with an occurrence of 1 to 2%;¹⁰,¹¹ while, the majority of nasal surgeries with preexisting olfactory impairment result in better or unchanged olfactory function.¹²,¹³ Olfactory function may improve by relieving the underlying pathology and reopening the airflow to the olfactory area. However, olfactory impairments have been observed in patients without pre- or post-operative nasal obstructions, creating some uncertainty on the impact of surgery on olfaction.¹²,¹³ Moreover, there is a lack of medical data, especially large series, on the effect of modern rhinoplasty on smell function. Thus, this study aimed to investigate olfactory outcomes after esthetic rhinoplasty in a group of patients with minimal endonasal pathologies and no significant olfactory alteration.
prior to the surgery. In these cases, less surgical effort was spent on manipulation of the intranasal structures and the outcome was more related to the operation itself.

Material and methods

Study Subjects
One hundred and two patients were selected among consecutive rhinoplasty candidates referred to ENT clinics of a tertiary otorhinolaryngology center (Imam Khomeini Hospital affiliated with the Tehran University of Medical Sciences) from January 2009 to January 2011. Patients with diseases or conditions altering olfactory function were excluded from the study; these conditions were: preexisting anosmia or significant hyposmia, CNS and hypothalamus diseases, Kallmann syndrome, midline anomalies and cleft palate and nose, previous head trauma, psychiatric disorders, previous nasal surgery, systemic diseases and sarcoidosis, allergies to any component of evaluation materials used in the study, and patients taking medications with a known effect on olfaction. Smokers, intranasal drug users, and those refusing to attend follow-up visits were also excluded. Two patients refused to participate in the follow-up smell tests and were consequently removed from the list.

Ethical approval
The protocol of this study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Tehran University of Medical Science. Detailed information about the study was provided to the participants and written informed consent was obtained from each one. All aspects of the study were conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Tests and objective and subjective variables
Patients provided their age, gender, and main reason for rhinoplasty.

Pre- and post-operative symptoms
Coexisting pre- and post-operative symptoms were taken into account. Based on the pre-operative symptoms, patients were categorized into symptom-groups for post-operative symptom-olfactory interrelation analysis.

Pre and post-operative clinical findings
A thorough ENT examination (nasal endoscopy was performed if needed) by one of the authors, ruled out any confounding factors. The existence of polyps, masses, and also nasal valve problems, septal deviation, mucosal changes, infections, and discharge were documented.

Evaluation of smell function
Three evaluations, described in detail below, were performed prior to the surgery, and one and six months post-operatively (two post-operative follow-up sessions). The time interval after which the post-operative evaluation was carried out for each individual patient was also documented in the questionnaires for over-time olfactory-change analysis. The detailed objective test was performed only one month after surgery. Therefore, all test results were reported after the first follow-up session; while, six-month subjective smell outcomes were included in the end results for comparison.

1. Visual Analogue Quantitative Olfactory Scores:
A 0-to-100 numeric scale was presented to patients for scoring their ability to smell in their own point of view. The score of 100 represented normal olfaction, while 0 represented an inability to smell.

2. Subjective Qualitative Olfactory Grading:
Patients graded their quality of olfactory function using a four-choice questionnaire (excellent, good, fair, and poor).

3. Odor Identification Test Scores (objective variable):
A variant of the University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test Scores, which was confirmed as a reliable tool, was employed for this section. In this variant, like the original test, the same odorants were provided in unlabeled identical dark bottles, in which the odor was exposed to either of the patient’s nostril with the contra lateral nostril occluded and the mouth shut. Patients actively sniffed each odor only once in a randomized sequence with an inter-exposure interval of at least 30 seconds. The scoring system used for our 40-item odor identification test was based on a three-point scale (0 to 2) for each odor; therefore, the
Results

Of the 100 individuals who finished follow-up sessions, 40 (40%) were male and 60 (60%) were female with a mean age of 25.6 ± 4.9 (Min = 18, Max = 34). All patients stated esthetics as one of the main reasons for rhinoplasty; in 58 (58%) patients, beauty was the only reason while 10 (10%) stated chronic sinusitis, 31 (31%) stated nasal deviation, and 1 (1%) stated chronic sinusitis and septal deviation in addition to esthetic purposes. Symptoms related to nasal obstruction, sinusitis, and rhinitis were present in 46, 20, and 28 patients, respectively, pre-operatively and 4, 6, and 29 patients, respectively, post-operatively. The pre-operative ENT examination revealed minimal anomalies in 3 of our patients, which were all corrected to normal limits post-operatively.

Olfactory evaluations

1. Visual Analogue Quantitative Olfactory Scores:

Via the 0-100 numeric scale, pre-operative and six-month post-operative mean quantitative scores were 76 ± 23 and 80 ± 19, respectively. These two values did not signify a statistical correlation (Mann-Whitney U, P = 0.168). Accordingly, quantitative scores after surgery had a mean change of -3 ± 26.4 units.

2. Subjective Qualitative Olfactory Grading:

Table 2 outlines the patients’ pre- and post-operative qualitative olfactory function grading. Seventy-five percent of the patients graded their pre-operative olfactory status as excellent and good and this value improved to 80% post-operatively. Analysis of the changes of qualitative grading revealed improvement of the olfactory function in 26, no
mean changes for the odor identification test were -1 for females and 3 for males (Mann-Whitney U, \( P = 0.549 \)), demonstrating no significant gender-related change.

### 3. Method of surgery and olfactory outcomes

Patients undergoing open rhinoplasty had a mean change of -11.4 in the Visual Analogue Olfactory Quantitative Score compared with patients undergoing the closed method, with a mean change of 0.7 (Mann-Whitney U, \( P = 0.034 \)). This ascertained changes in 61, and deterioration in 13 patients. No patient was anosmic before or after the surgery.

### 4. Odor Identification Test Scores (objective variable):

Out of a total of 80, patients earned a mean score of 73.3 ± 10 in the pre-operative evaluation and a mean score of 73.3 ± 8.3 after surgery. The changes in odor identification after six months were insignificant (Mann-Whitney U, \( P = 0.482 \)).

### 3. Smell status and outcome in the sinusitis group:

Ten (10%) patients suffered from sinusitis. Accordingly, their mean preoperative Visual Analogue Quantitative Olfactory Score was 67 ± 12 and the mean Odor Identification Test score was 71.9 ± 9.1. Their post-operative results were 79 ± 16.2 and 72.9 ± 9.3, respectively.

### Inter-variable analysis

**Age and olfactory outcomes**

Visual Analogue Olfactory Quantitative Scores, displaying a mean linear regression, were inversely related to patients’ ages in a significant correlation (Spearman’s \( \rho \), \( r = -0.289 \), \( P = 0.004 \)) (Figure 1). Odor identification scores were also inversely related to patients’ ages, but the relationship was insignificant (Spearman’s \( \rho \), \( r = -0.186 \), \( P = 0.300 \)).

**Gender and olfactory outcomes**

The mean changes in the Visual Analogue Quantitative Score in sex groups were -1 for females and -6.5 for males (Mann-Whitney U, \( P = 0.441 \)); the mean changes for the odor identification test were -1 for females and 3 for males (Mann-Whitney U, \( P = 0.549 \)), demonstrating no significant gender-related change.

### Method of surgery and olfactory outcomes

Patients undergoing open rhinoplasty had a mean change of -11.4 in the Visual Analogue Olfactory Quantitative Score compared with patients undergoing the closed method, with a mean change of 0.7 (Mann-Whitney U, \( P = 0.034 \)). This ascertained changes in 61, and deterioration in 13 patients. No patient was anosmic before or after the surgery.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of olfactory evaluation</th>
<th>Symptom groups</th>
<th>Post-operative</th>
<th>( \Delta ) Visual Analogue Olfactory Quantitative Score</th>
<th>( \Delta ) Odor Identification Score</th>
<th>( \Delta ) Visual Analogue Olfactory Quantitative Scores</th>
<th>( \Delta ) Odor Identification Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With nasal obstructive symptoms</td>
<td>50 ± 25</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-5 ± 24</td>
<td>16 ± 9.1</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without nasal obstructive symptoms</td>
<td>-2 ± 16</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>-2 ± 25</td>
<td>20 ± 25</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \Delta \) in the table refers to the post-operative value minus the pre-operative value.

**Figure 1**

Correlation between Visual analogue olfactory quantitative scores and age.
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addition, despite the presence of nasal symptoms in a remarkable number of subjects, 97% had normal or near normal nasal airflows. Thus, this group of subjects was suitable for evaluation of the impact of rhinoplasty on olfactory outcomes.

In our study, the mean post-operative quantitative score (0-100 scale) was $80 \pm 19$ after rhinoplasty compared with the mean pre-operative score of $76 \pm 23$; while, the smell identification score (0-80 scale) changed from $73.3 \pm 8.3$ pre-operatively to the post-operative value of $73.3 \pm 10$. Although these changes in olfactory function were not significantly correlated, the numbers show that our patients had good olfactory function prior to surgery that remained in a good condition after the surgery; therefore, it could be concluded that rhinoplasty imposed no significant changes in terms of olfactory function post-operatively. Yet, the very high scores in both tests possibly indicate a ceiling effect; therefore, we recommend other tests, such as threshold tests, for future studies. Many authors determined that auto evaluation of smell function in tests like the VAS should be assessed with caution. Therefore, both methods for testing smell in this study had their limitations. Despite these downsides, the overall results of this study suggest any effect on smell function after nasal plastic surgery will be unremarkable. In addition, Pfaar O et al. reported the supra threshold is not an ideal test for olfactory changes after septoplasty.

The extent of surgical intervention does not seem to affect the olfactory outcome, since olfactory alteration has been reported even with closed reduction of nasal fractures due to manipulation of the cribiform area; on the other hand, many studies have reported olfactory improvement after extensive nasal surgeries because of the facilitated passage of odor and elimination of inflamma-

Table 3
Olfactory changes in the time-interval groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Evaluation</th>
<th>Time-Interval Groups</th>
<th>Mean Change</th>
<th>P-Values#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual Analogue Olfactory Quantitative Scores</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>-14.8 ± 12.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>8.7 ± 6.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;6 months</td>
<td>24.6 ± 13.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odor Identification Test Scores</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>-3.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;6 months</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#: Mann-Whitney U Test, *: significant.
Rhinoplasty manipulates both internal and external nasal structures; therefore, damage to both the air conducting system and the olfactory nervous system is quite inevitable, even in optimal circumstances. In our study, the closed method of rhinoplasty, with a mean change of 0.7 units in subjective quantitative scores, appeared to significantly preserve (if not improve) the preexisting olfactory status. However, the impact of rhinoplasty on odor identification scores cannot be confirmed.

The role of age and gender on postsurgical olfactory outcome are still controversial; generally, due to aging, cortical and neural fiber atrophy can lead to a decline in olfactory acuity. There were not enough older patients in our series to evaluate the effect of surgery on different age groups. Both quantitative and odor identification scores showed a linear regression by age, meaning that older patients had a significant decline in their quantitative scores and an insignificant decline in their odor identification scores. There was also no significant gender-related olfactory change in our study, in the subjective scale or odor identification scores; while, Goldwyn et al. and Minovi et al. reported better outcomes in females. Kimmelman et al. claimed that age and sex had no impact on the olfactory outcome.

Patients with pre-operative nasal obstructive symptoms experienced more changes in terms of subjective and objective scores, showing significantly more improvement in comparison with those without preexisting obstructions. This finding does not mean patients without pre-operative obstructions are prone to worse olfactory outcomes, but the improvement is clearly related to the poorer olfactory status pre-operatively. This operation corrects the underlying obstruction, letting air reach the olfactory area. On the other hand, patients with pre-existing sinusitis symptoms prior to the surgery had quite worse olfactory outcomes compared to those without pre-operative sinusitis. This finding, which was statistically significant in terms of both subjective and objective scores, might be caused by chronic alteration of the olfactory mucosa from inflammatory secretions of the sinuses. Litvack et al. also reported that poor olfactory outcomes were more frequent among patients with chronic rhinosinusitis.

The differences in outcomes in patients undergoing the closed and open approaches in this study can be explained by our selection criteria. The most difficult and traumatic cases underwent surgery using the open approach, which could possibly affect the smell results of this group. Furthermore, we could not randomize patients to open vs. closed rhinoplasty because of the specific selection criteria of each procedure. Olfactory changes after nasal surgery seem to act in a chronological way. Early after the operation, patients experience a remarkable transitory decline in their ability to smell. This condition is usually due to immediate mucosal swelling and obstruction from nasal packing. Edema and packing are usually removed after a week or two. From this time on, the path is fully open for airflow to reach the olfactory area, and olfactory function can then be evaluated. There is no practical endpoint set after which the olfactory status stabilizes so that the olfactory outcome can be purely assessed with no bias from intranasal inflammation. Goldwyn et al. reported that two months after nasal surgery, all their patients maintained the same olfactory acuity as pre-operatively, and there were no changes in olfactory function 6 to 12 months post-operatively; in addition, olfactory problems that developed one year after nasal surgery were not related to the operation. Briner et al. evaluated their patients 6 to 12 weeks after surgery; while, Shemshadi et al. reported that olfactory malfunction due to open rhinoplasty fully resolved by the end of the 6th post-operative month. In a study by Champion et al., olfactory impairments lasted up to 18 months post-operatively. This time range is consistent with postsurgical olfactory changes diminishing over time, leading to improvement. Similarly, our study showed a significant over-time olfactory improvement; mean subjective and objective scores were negative in the first post-operative month, clearly demonstrating hyposmia. The same values in the next time-interval groups (6 months and >6 months) showed improvements that were significant in terms of the time course. Our findings suggested a stable smell outcome after nasal plastic surgery with a better outcome in the closed approach; however, because of limitations of the smell tests, more specific studies are required to confirm our findings, especially the effect of the method of surgery on the smell outcome.

Conclusion

Despite the temporary decline in the sense of smell in the first month after nasal plastic surgery, our
patients experienced an over-time olfactory improvement with no significant change in the final outcome compared with the preoperative olfactory status. Some significant differences were noted in patients’ final olfactory statuses in closed versus open rhinoplasty.
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